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David Milan
Lettering and proper use of typography is just one skill designers learn to sharpen over
time, and David Milan is no exception. He is a self-proclaimed ‘typoholic’ because of his love
for letters and their forms. Milan was born in Madrid, Spain and is a 3D artist, designer, illustrator and most notably, a typographer. Through the use of colors, textures and images, Milan
transforms words from a cluster of letters into a design that embodies the essence of the quote
or word he hand letters. Currently, he is an independent freelance designer working for several
international brands. Milan is best known for his graffiti-style, hand lettered designs.

Fig. 1. David Milan’s early work includes hand lettering using basic colors and a flat design style with occasional highlights to show a bit of three dimensional effect as seen on the first example. Many of his early
designs were completely hand drawn on paper or directly lettered on printed pictures and did not include the
use of the computer to enhance the design. These early examples also show the lettering style from his days as
a graffiti artist on the streets of Madrid, Spain.

Early Life
What made Milan become a hand letterer and how did he get into it? His roots began with walls
and cans of spray paint (Johnston). At the age of 15, he was a graffiti artist on the streets of
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Madrid, Spain and developed a love of letters. Because of this love of letters, Milan decided to
attend university and leave graffiti behind to pursue a professional career in design (Johnston).
After graduating university, he started to practice calligraphy and began lettering again—this was
when he began his career as a hand letterer. Early in his hand lettering career, Milan was given
the advice to make his lettering more dynamic and less perfect because he created flat and simple
typographic designs without much color or expressiveness (Johnston). Milan took the advice and
began experimenting in this more imperfect style—he has not stopped since. “I see letters from
another perspective, I like to get away from the ‘perfect’ concept that lettering and typography
have nowadays” (Milan). Milan received his first real lettering/design job from the chocolatier
Ferrero Rocher. He worked on a Christmas display piece for a chocolate and hazelnut confectionery produced by the Italian chocolatier Ferrero. Milan was tasked with drawing phrases and
words in a calligraphic style on 400 glass Christmas spheres—an excruciatingly detailed job. It
provided him a chance to practice his craft and get paid; a few got broken along the way, but he
enjoyed the project.

Milan’s Early Career and Influences
Wanting to improve his calligraphy skills, Milan sought out skilled illustrators and designers in
the hand lettering/calligraphy profession from whom he could learn different tips and techniques.
Milan watched videos of famous graffiti and lettering artists (Lettering Daily). The first calligrapher he fell in love with was Seb Lester. Milan loved Lester’s techniques for pairing different
styles of lettering and scripts.
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Fig. 2. Lester’s letterforms include thick and thins within the line work, which shows his more traditional
roots in calligraphy. The ornate flowing lines, the expressive inline details within the letterforms and the
variations of typefaces give his designs an historically rooted style. Looking at these examples it is clear why
Milan fell in love with the historical details and intricacy of Lester’s work.

Fig. 3. When comparing Milan’s work in the two above examples to Lester’s, you can see the direct influence
Lester had his early work. The flowing line work featuring elaborate curlicues, the thick and thin lines, and
letterforms themselves mimic Lester’s style. In the examples above, Milan includes flourishes in his designs
that are very similar to how Lester enhanced his letterforms with swirling terminals and introductory
swashes.
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Seb Lester is an English artist, type designer and calligrapher. He trained in Central Saint
Martins in London, a world-renowned arts and design college. Lester now works in Lewes in East
Sussex as an artist and designer. He has developed logos and type illustrations for some of the world’s
biggest corporations including NASA, Apple, Nike, Intel, The New York Times, The 2010 Vancouver
Winter Olympics and Little, Brown’s recent reissue of The Catcher in the Rye by JD Salinger.
After falling in love with calligraphy, Lester became one of the highest-profile calligraphers
Fig. 4. Lester’s illustration of the word
“Wow” was featured in Apple stores
worldwide. This was used to show how
Apple products can be used to create
beautiful lettering. Lester’s intricate lettering work illustrates the potential of letterforms and the use of eleborate swirls and
accents to create beautiful art. art. In this
case the artistry is more in the swirling
lines framing the lettered word than in the
uniqueness of the letterforms themselves.

in the world and has over two million accounts following him on social media sites like Instagram and Facebook (Lester). Lester said, “I find the Latin alphabet to be one of mankind’s most
beautiful and profound creations.” His traditional calligraphy letterforms have been described as
“mesmerizing” and “calming” (Gilbert).
Fig. 5. The beautiful letterforms and flourishes flow from one end of the design to the
other. The viewer’s eyes effortlessly move
from one letterform to the next in a continuous motion. Lester’s work is more than type
on a page — it is artwork worthy of being
hung in a gallery. However, you can see that
his lettering is perfect and precise. He does
not manipulate the letterforms to create
something unexpected. He creates lettering
that is artistic because of its perfection and
predictability.
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Lester’s calligraphy style was an early inspiration to Milan before he found Joluvian’s
work. Joluvian then became one of Milan’s favorite artists and has since had a strong influence
on his work. Using the same type of pens and tools as Joluvian, Milan practiced his style repeatedly to hone his hand lettering skills.

Fig. 6. Joluvian’s style is much more free-form in design in comparison to Lester’s lettering style. His letterforms
are inspired by his graffiti background much like Milan’s designs. Joluvian uses bright colors and high contrast,
three dimensional type, highlights and shadows to create his expressive lettering designs. The first example here
is so abstracted that it takes some deciphering to read, “Life begins at the end of your comfort zone.”

Fig. 7. Milan’s work in the two examples above, directly reflects Joluvian’s design style with his use of expressive free-form letters, exciting colors, and high contrast. However in these examples, Milan explores blending
colors within each cursive script letter to create a gradient effect across the entire word.

Joluvian is a Venezuelan freelance graphic designer now based in Madrid, Spain—as is Milan.
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Joluvian began drawing letters with stencils and painting on walls at a very young age. After his
father realized Joluvian’s talent, he enrolled him into classes with pencil, pastel, charcoal and
oleogel, but just like many other kids in Madrid, Joluvian turned to graffiti on the streets. Joluvian spent most of the first years of his working life traveling to a few countries, learning different
cultures and styles of design. He became the art director for an agency in Caracas, Venezuela
for five years, managing national and international brands like Brahma Beer (Brazil), Peugeot
automotive, Pfizer pharmaceutical and others. Joluvian left Caracas and moved to Madrid intending to stay a year to study 3D design, but Joluvian’s now been there for five years. All this time
he never stopped practicing lettering designs that could be integrated with illustrations. Joluvian
creates lettering and combines it with analog and digital techniques. His expressive lettering
solutions can be applied to graphic projects like posters, t-shirts, logos and others (Joluvian).

Fig. 8. Joluvian designs t-shirts for musicians and bands using his unique style of hand lettered typography.
He experiments with typography to express the feeling and mood of the musician or band’s music. The designs also rely on the stark black and white contrast of the shapes against the background color. The example
on the left represents the quickly written and flowing feel of a rap song. If you look closely at the example on
the right, you can see the word “Skull”. This creates a beautiful design in a symbol for death.
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Milan’s Recent Influences
Milan had other notable influences who helped him discover his style. Those influences include,
Luke Choice, Alex Trochut, Gemma O’Brien and Tyrsa (Lettering Daily). Luke Choice, the first
on the list, is an Australian designer currently living in New York City. Most of his work consists
of 3D art, illustration and typography. Choice uses a playful and colorful approach to his work
(AoiroStudio).

Fig. 9. Choice’s expressive typography and use of vibrant color is mimicked in Milan’s work. Choice also incorporates typography and hand drawn imagery to enhance the message of his designs. You can also see how
he works hand lettering around a photograph in the example on the far right above.

Fig. 10. Choice’s 3D design skills are
also represented, as in the example for
Ray Ban. These 3D letterforms and
cartoon-like drawings were incorporated
into the pysical 3-D window display at the
flagship store in Soho, NYC.
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Fig. 11. Just like the designs by Choice, Milan overlaid the typography and
image to create an expressive design for the phrase “We become what we
think about.” He included vector drawn elements and op-art patterning to
make the final piece more visually interesting.

The designer who most influenced Milan’s 3D art was Alex Trochut. Trochut is originally
from Barcelona, Spain but is currently living in New York. Through his design, illustration and

Fig. 12. Trochut is a skilled 3D designer who has created campaigns for large corporations such as Coca-Cola
and MAC cosmetics. He creates the message out of a familiar element related to the product. In the
Coca-Cola advertisement he crafted the phrase “small can big ahh” out of a straw that flows from the can to the
mouth. For MAC he created the letters “XOXO” out of lipstick — one of the many products MAC sells. Trochut
does not just leave the lipstick letters single colors; to feature the zany lipstick colors that MAC offers, he brashly swipes orange, aqua, and royal blue across the fuschia lipstick letters to add another layer of color.

Fig. 13. Milan is also known for his 3D artwork. Here you can see how the word
“carpe” looks like it was created out of a tube of rolled clay and painted; the word
is literally dripping with color. For the word “Trip” it appears to be created with
metal, maybe even mercury. When you compare Milan to Trochut you can see
how Milan uses the lettering as art and gives the word meaning beyond merely
the letters. He uses color and reflective finishes to associate with connotations in
the viewer’s mind. Trip looks watery and fluid at the same time as it looks highly
polished. Carpe (seize) looks like it’s crafted out of a coil of clay in contrast to the
quickly drawn Diem (day) in the background. “Seize the Day” where some of it is
crafted to make the most out of the day, but Diem is hastily drawn to mean “do it
now, don’t think too much about it.”
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lettering practice Trochut has developed an intuitive way of working that has defined his
expressive visual style. His focus is on the the materiality of the lettering; what it is made out of
and how the viewer “reads” that material. Trochut’s language is a 3-D visual medium to make
text and image a unified expression (Trochut).
Milan next fell in love with the work of the Australian artist, Gemma O’Brien. Her bold
graphics, illustrative-styled lettering and hand-painted murals captured a flair that Milan was
seeking. O’Brien was a law student when she decided to drop out of law school to pursue graphic
design (O’Brien).
Fig. 14. O’Brien’s
work is a combination
of calligraphic style
and a free-form, less
perfect style. In the
first example you can
see she used a scrawled
style of letterforms
to express the message, “better the devil
you know.” In the second example she uses a beautiful script to show the meaning of the wording “One of a
Kind.” Both examples use a simple black and white color combination in addition to swashes and flourishes.
Fig. 15. Comparing these two examples of Milan’s work to O’Brien’s
work above, demonstrates how she
has inspired Milan and his style. The
first example also uses the brush
calligraphic style letterform to
express the phrase “This is the Life
I chose!”. The second example, “The
Simpler the Better” is more free
form than O’Brien’s mural yet it
is still more refined than the first example. Milan also uses black as the main color for these designs. In these
examples we can start to see his move away from perfection; the x-heights of the cursive script letters vary in
these examples. Gone is the perfection of his early script work. It appears as though these examples are done
in ink, perhaps with a quill pen since we see the imperfect marks and dribbles left by the writing implement.
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The last notable designer that influenced Milan was Tyrsa. He is a French typography
artist who started as a teenage graffiti artist named Satyr (which is an interesting scramble of the
letters in his given name). Tyrsa created the hand lettered brand for House 99, David Beckham’s
men’s grooming line created in partnership with L’Oréal. He also designed typographic brands
for corporate clients like Nike and Møet & Chandon. Tyrsa does 95% of his work by hand using
brushes, Sharpies and spray paint and only uses the computer at the end of the process (Doland).
Fig. 16. Tyrsa created a hand lettered
icon that would be printed on all Air
Jordan shoes that were sold in the
Jordan Bastille, the only European
flagship store for the Jordan brand. 23
was Michael Jordan’s number when
he played for the Chicago Bulls and
the 75 was a nod to Paris postal codes.
Also included are both the fleur de lis
symbol of the French monarchy and
the iconic Jordan floating shot.

Fig. 17. You can see the process Tyrsa uses when creating a hand lettered brand. He begins with sketches and
moves onto pencil refinement of the letterforms. By creating a custom letterform for a brand it will guarantee
the protect-ability of the brand logo itself. The first image shows the iterations of the House 99 logo and how
Tyrsa experimented with different styles of numerals and the placement of the elements.
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Illustrators and designers in the industry are not the only places Milan finds influence.
When looking for inspiration Milan likes to listen to music and browse websites. He will listen
to music to find lyrics or words to select for his next hand lettering project that he feels could become beautiful expressive typography. Social media sites like Facebook, Behance and Instagram
are popular sites he visits to view other artist’s work and will browse their websites to discover
new techniques or ideas he can incorporate into his work (Johnston).

Milan’s Recent Lettering Techniques and Processes
Milan uses a range of tools to create his hand lettered designs, anything from markers to colored pencils to the computer. He often uses Crayola Markers because he likes the way the colors
blend. Milan also uses Tombow Markers—these are brush markers used for coloring, lettering,
drawing, animating, drafting, or crafting. He uses these markers because he likes having the ability to create thick to thin letter strokes quickly. Milan also uses the iPad and Apple Pencil to draw
digital versions of his letterforms. After hand lettering his design he will bring it into Photoshop
to apply different effects (Lettering Daily). Milan approaches each project with an experimental
process to create the final piece.
How does Milan create his hand lettered artwork? The first step is to find a good quote
or word — this can sometimes be the toughest part of the process. He usually finds song parts or
phrases on the internet. Next, Milan will begin sketching the phrase or word, in pencil or on the
computer, in different styles. After sketching out some ideas, he will then trace the lettering with
a marker, brush, or digitally on a tablet. To add visual interest to a design, Milan will search for
a photo or image that relates to the phrase or word. He also uses his own original photography
taken for his designs. The final step is to combine the photo or image and typography and add
effects to the design in Photoshop (Lettering Daily). The process he uses to create his designs is
the backbone structure for his technique/style.
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Fig. 18. Milan combines real
elements along with computer generated elements. This
example shows the process
of his work for his “Hakuna
Banana” piece. He began with
spray painting bananas with
gold paint. The next step was
to create the dripping effect of
the pink paint flowing over the
bananas. He actually poured
the pink paint over the bananas while taking the picture.
After the picture was taken,
he combined the image with
the hand-drawn letterforms
of Hakuna Banana. In photoshop, Milan added special
effects to make the type look
like it was dripping the pink
paint over the bananas.
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When you view Milan’s work you notice his technique and style incorporated into his designs. He has an addiction to colors, paint, and textures. Much of his work includes vibrant colors,
paint effects and textures (Experimentype: Typographic Artworks by David Milan: Inspiration Grid).

Fig. 19. Milan has a love of color and if you look at his work you will see the wide range of colors he
uses. The colors are selected to make the letters pop off the page. Sometimes the colors help to reinforce the
message and other times it appears to be a juxtaposition of the color and message.

Fig. 20. Throughout Milan’s work he uses a

Fig. 21. Milan also likes to use textures to enhance his

paint stroke effect to make it appear as if he had

designs. He will sometimes use images as a background

painted the words directly on the canvas. Some-

texture and other times he will use his hand lettered type

times the letterforms are actually painted and in

to create a visually interesting background. In this exam-

other cases it is done digitally on the computer

ple he repeats the word “Madrid” in different typographic

or a tablet. The combination of color and paint

styles. This illustrates how typography can change the

strokes creates a beautiful design. Here it looks

feeling and tone of a word. There is also contrast between

like he painted these letters with multiple colors

the flat brushed ink Madrids that make up the back-

on his brush or palette knife. The tittle on the

ground and the white 3-D tubular version of the primary

lowercase i seems out of place colorwise; it’s too

Madrid in the foreground.

black when compared with the other letters.
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Milan loves to incorporate shapes into his designs as well as gradients and high contrast
color combinations to make them pop out of the background (Experimentype: Typographic Artworks by David Milan: Inspiration Grid).
Fig. 22. Milan uses gradients, geometric shapes and contrast to
enhance his designs. In the three examples shown he has used
shapes in different ways. The first example uses simple geometric
shapes and paint swashes on a separate layer to give the design a
‘90s feel. The second adds a rectangle behind the words as a simple accent. The third example uses a shape to mimic the contour
of the Absolut vodka bottle.
In examples two and three he also uses gradients for his color
palette. This gives the two designs a neon sign appearance and
also creates contrast between the lettering of the design with the
background.
The second design has what appear to be stars twinkling at different sizes in the background. There are also fine white highlights on the Yeah and Young letters to give the design a sense of
dimension.
The third example has a lot of details when examined closely.
There are unreadable letterforms in hot pink and blue in the
background. There are also foreground letterforms written in
pink and blue for the “neon” sign. The Absolut logo is in the
lower right corner with the motto “Create a better tomorrow
tonight.” There also appears to be a window frame around the
perimeter of the piece.
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The last technique often used by Milan in his designs is the dripping effect. This gives
the appearance of wet paint flowing through his design from top to bottom (Johnston). A popular
magazine allowed Milan the opportunity to letter a cover using this technique and style to create
an expressive and playful design.

Fig. 23. The dripping effect is present in many of Milan’s designs. This could be a nod to his graffiti roots or to
the fact that he often uses a paint style in his work. The paint dripping effect flows into and out of his design. It
both creates the letterforms and falls away from them. In the example on the left above, “Always hustle”—the A
in always takes a moment for the reader to decipher. The word hustle looks painterly and has some final white
highlights making it look a bit more 3D. On the right example, “your eyes”—there are some drips casting shadows on the type behind them. There are splatters and a look of golden tips to the letters. The supposed medium
of these words is not conveyed as it is in some of his lettering mentors’ work. The use of known items like a straw
or lipstick is not present and therefore makes his work more artistic since it is more open to interpretation.

CNET Magazine contracted Milan to design the magazine cover featuring actor Yara Shahidi from the tv shows Black-ish and the spin-off Grown-ish. Milan created hand-painted slogans
and article teasers around Shahidi. The creative cover he designed blended photographic and
illustrative elements together in an effectively balanced final composition. This approach presented a more casual style for the magazine instead of the usual corporate style. The hand-painted
slogans and teasers playfully move in and around Shahidi’s body parts and gestures on the cover.
Milan’s combination of image and typography create a synergistic design between the photo and
the lettering.
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Fig. 24. Alternate concepts for the CNET cover featuring the actor Yara Shahid. Pictures were first taken of
the actor and then Milan was tasked with incorporating the words and article teasers. He explored colors and
expressive type to convey the correct message. Words and image playfully intertwine with each other very
successfully in the final cover design. In contrast, these preliminary designs are relying more on the layering
of the lettering on the shirt and in the background which gives a more static solution to the integration of
lettering and image.
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Fig. 25. The selected cover concept, shown here, used a variety of letterforms to represent the various articles in this issue
of CNET Magazine. The color scheme was kept simple with
black, white and yellow. These colors create a high contrast
design. The various weights and sizes of the lettering styles also
create a sense of hierarchy to the lettering on the cover, giving
the reader more to examine and uncover in the final design.
Additionally the energy lines and decorative outlining makes
the cover vibrate with visual interest. The use of white for some
of the lettering ties the overall cover together and gives another
layer of hierarchy to all the lettering on the cover.

Fig. 26. The inside pages of the
featured article continue to use the
same design style as the cover of
the magazine. The hand lettered
typography is incorporated into
the layouts and interacts with the
selected images. The freeform
style gives this layout the youthful appearance that is needed to
represent the article content. It
may have been more interesting to create the interior layouts
using only the black, white and
yellow from the cover, rather than
introducing the new colors of red
and blue. These interior spreads
also could have utilized more of
the figure related outlines and
energy lines that made the cover
such a vibrant, upbeat design, as
well as incorporating the different
lettering styles as we saw on the
cover art.
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Milan’s work can fall into one of three different categories: hand-drawn, digital with photographic elements and a combination of both. Milan’s hand-drawn typography has an expressive
and imperfect feel to the selected word or phrase. He enjoys drawing with Crayola markers and
Tombow markers because of the different effects he can achieve with them.

Fig. 27. These examples of hand-drawn typography illustrate how Milan can use various materials to express
the message of the phrase or word without use of a computer. The first phrase on the left was hand lettered
with ink and a brush. This example highlights the brush strokes. You can see the marks the individual bristles
made for each letter created. The second example was created with a marker. The word “dirty” features solid
letterforms with a dripping effect which implies a heavier coating of ink was applied. The drips flow from the
word down to the hand to connect the two elements of the design. The third example was created with pink
chalk. The texture of the surface shows through the letterforms and the individual strokes of the chalk are
seen in each letter. The bright pink color on top of the blue background creates a high color contrast between
the foreground and background. Milan also included imperfections to the letterforms to replicate how easily
chalk can be smudged or smeared.
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Milan is also known for his digital hand lettered designs. He creates these designs using
the Apple Pencil and iPad. Even when he is creating his designs digitally, he usually begins by
sketching the phrase or word on paper and then fine-tuning the design on the iPad or a computer.
In the end he will add special effects using Photoshop.

Fig. 28. Using the computer to create hand-drawn lettering allows Milan to design 3D typography and add
special effects to increase the visual interest of his work. The first example on the left combines an image of
a lion with the phrase “stay wild for a while”. The letterforms were designed to look like the glass tube-like
letters of neon signs. The pink glow of the computer generated letterforms cast a soft pink glow on the face of
the lion in the background. The middle example appears to be rolled clay with letterforms overlaying parts of
the letters to give the illusion of them being 3D. The letterforms have multiple colors mixed together that are
high contrast and accent each other. The swashes of paint around the phrase appear to be done with a paintbrush but include shadows to show dimension and make them jump off the page. The final example on the
right looks to be digitally styled with globs of paint squeezed from a paint tube. The letterforms flow into each
other and are dripping “wet paint.” The letterforms also include highlights and shadows to create the illusion
of them being wet and reflecting and absorbing light.

The third category of design Milan creates is a combination of both hand-drawn and
digital elements to enhance the message. His work often has a combination of typography and
imagery that playfully intertwine with each other. The lettering often appears as though it goes
behind a part of the model or a piece of their clothing.
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Fig. 29. In these examples, Milan created hand lettered typography and then uploaded it into the computer to
combine it with an image or special effect. The first example on the left combines a hand lettered phrase with
the image of the rapper, Pharrell. The letterforms appear to have been created with yellow paint and a paint
brush. The paint brush gives the letterforms a see-through effect as they flow into and around the image. The
middle example appears to have been hand-lettered directly on top of the image. The letterforms were created
using black, white and pink paint and a brush to give the less perfect and emotional feeling of the phrase
represented. In the final example, Milan simulates glass neon tubing for the word “curious.” The pink glow
added to the letterforms creates a soft light that illuminates the hand lettered word in the background. The
word “stay” in the background appears to have been created using black paint, a paint brush and was drawn
on a cement block wall.

Not everything Milan creates is for clients, in fact he creates passion projects to continue to hone his hand lettering skills. Two of his more popular passion projects were a lettering
set in which he designed logos for superheroes and villains and he redesigned famous logos in
his calligraphic style. The first passion project was a set of logos for Marvel and DC characters.
Milan used his brush pen lettering style to create hand lettered representations of superheroes
and villains, such as, The Joker, The Flash and Wolverine. The details within the lettering reflect
the distinct personality traits of each character, including slices in the paper for Wolverine and a
bright blurry style for The Flash (Ahad Dahlia).
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Fig. 30. Above are Milan’s interpretations of Marvel and DC comics characters. The Joker logo uses his
trademark colors of purple, red and green. The strokes have a casual style to them symbolizing the free-spirit
he possesses. Also, the red swash under the name alludes to his signature smile and red makeup around his
mouth. The more kinetic feeling of the Flash logo represents the character’s fast moving superpower. Accent
lines have been added around the letterforms to show movement. The sharp-edged letterforms and slices in
the paper of Wolverine’s logo elude to the signature three blades that protrude from his hands.

Milan’s other passion project was to re-create famous logos using his lettering skills in
his unique calligraphic style. He reimagined the logos in a less “computer-generated” form and
experimented with a free-form style and allowed the brush strokes to represent the brand. Milan
worked on these passion projects to help himself improve his craft (David Milan Turns Brand
Logos into Calligraphic Art). Continually practicing is just one tip he gives to hand lettering
beginners.

Fig. 31. Above we see Milan’s interpretation of a series of well known logos. The Dunkin’ Donuts lettering
has a sense of the quick immediacy you feel when you need coffee from their drive thru. The more elaborate
lettering of the Netflix logo makes it appear almost fairytale like with the classic graceful serifs and curling
tendrils. The Gatorade logo has a lot of energy and some of the letters connect to unite the logo internally.
The GA of Gatorade is a bit hard to read and could have been simplified to make this calligraphic logo more
successful. The splash of white around the logo can also represent the sweat produced while exercising.
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Milan’s Tips and Advice for Hand Letterers
For anyone who is beginning to create hand lettered work or who just graduated from college,
Milan has some tips and advice. When you are beginning to hand letter, think about the strokes.
Should they be smooth and flowing or rough and wispy? This all depends on what you are trying
to convey to the viewer. Vary your line thickness and be consistent from one letterform to the
next, but do not make it predictable or boring. What part of the letterform is thick and what part
is thin? Don’t forget to kern your letterforms. It does not matter if you are going for a clean look
or a grungy feel, you need to kern your letters. Have consistent letter spacing throughout your
design. It shows that you care about your work (Lettering Daily).
Milan also has some advice for college graduates. First, continually explore new ideas.
Don’t fall into a rut and keep designing in the same style all the time. Next, practice as much as
you can. If you want to get better at your craft you must continually practice. Never stop exploring to keep your brain working. Learn from others. All great designers continue to learn new
techniques from others in the field. And the last bit of advice is to “stay curious, no matter how
many likes you get on Instagram — this is not a competition” (Johnston). Always remember,
general public likes are not as profound as likes received by other professional designers and
letterers. Because Milan continues to perfect his skills he has had the opportunity to work for
companies all around the world.

Overview of Milan’s Clients
The quality of Milan’s work has gained him freelance opportunities with many international
companies. He has worked with Apple, Huawei, Desigual, Procreate App, Pepsi, Adobe, Washington Post, NBC Sports, Oprah Magazine, CNET Magazine, WIX, Wacom, Crocs and MTV.
Milan integrated his calligraphic style into national brands to create unique designs that grab the
viewers’ attention. After his work gained international recognition, magazines and online publications wanted to feature Milan’s work more frequently.
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Fig. 32. The top left example uses colors and accent elements representing Mexico’s culture from the Disney/
Pixar movie COCO. The letterforms have a paintbrush style and flow like notes in music. The top middle example represents the relaxed, surfer lifestyle with the flowing letterforms and tendrils coming off the letters.
The pink letterforms match the pink VW van. The Adidas advertisement, top right, uses bright colors that
appear to explode on the canvas, possibly representing the constant movement and excitement of playing
sports. The letterforms also flow from one letter to the next like the color swash incorporated in the background. The O magazine spread, bottom left, uses bright colors that could represent the feeling of wellness.
The colors are also used for the sub-headline and initial sentence of the article. The bottom middle advertisement for Crocs shoes uses exciting and fun letterforms that flow around the leg and shoe to reinforce the
message of the advertisement to be different and not boring. The letterforms for the Louise Morris logotype,
lower right, represents the hand lettered feeling of tattoos with high quality line work. This is a combination
of old-school tattoo artist lettering in a cursive script with a modern flare.
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Where Milan’s Work has been Featured
Because of Milan’s creative and unique graffiti hand lettered style, his work has been featured in
multiple magazines and digital publications such as Photoshop Creative Magazine, Goodtype,
Behance, Designspiration, WIX, FromUpNorth and Calligraphymasters (Fleoops). With all this
attention, there is no way to deny David Milan is a design pioneer.

Fig. 33. Featured on Behance. The first example shows Milan’s hand lettering abilities. He is able to create
hand lettered examples that range from clean and wispy to rough and raw. The refined examples feel as
though they were created on a computer and are digitally designed. The samples which are more unrefined,
feel as if they were created using traditional analog tools like a marker or ink, brush and paper. The upper
right piece has the appearance of being created using a brush and black ink. This has less refined letterforms
that include variations of thick and thin lines and paint splatters around the design. The lower-right example
uses high contrast colors that appear to pop off the page with the black background. Each letterform has
multiple colors that give them a more lively appearance. It might have been created using the medium of
pastels or it might have been hand drawn on the computer ipad. The colors get subtly darker, but still remain
vibrant, as you move down the design.
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Fig. 34. Featured in Goodtype, in this example,

Fig. 35. Featured in Designspiration, this exam-

Milan used a combination of hand lettering

ple combines the hand lettered word “Fantas-

and the computer. The word was hand lettered

tic” with the image of a woman sitting on a wall

and then scanned into the computer so he

outside of what appears to be a city. He used the

could add the colorful, flowery image to the

red color from the woman’s coat. The letter-

letterforms and the marker.

forms have a grafitti-style to them and could be
an homage to his grafitti roots.

What Makes David Milan A Design Pioneer
Milan uses bold, colorful expressive hand lettering with a graffiti flair, to transform individual
letters into a message and design that embodies the essence of the quote or word. He combines
images and typography in a playful way that allows the two elements to intertwine and weave in
and out of each other to strengthen the message of the word or phrase. Because of Milan’s talent,
his work has gained worldwide recognition.
Milan has had the opportunity to work for large corporations all over the world. With a
client list including Apple, Pepsi, Adobe, NBC Sports and MTV it is clear he is well respected
within the lettering community. As his client list grows, more corporations seek to use his hand
lettering skills. Milan has been featured in numerous magazines and online publications because
of his innovative use of analog and digital tools to create his hand lettered work. Photoshop
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Creative Magazine, Goodtype and Calligraphymasters all took notice of his skillful work and
decided to feature him and his work in their publications. Milan has proven hand lettering does
not need to be perfect to be beautiful and expressive.
There are advantages to using analog typography combined with digital photography.
Digital can not emulate everything. For example, digital cursive typefaces can look stiff and
unnatural. There is no variation within the letterforms; they are identical when using the same
letter more than once. In the public domain, you are not always able to find exactly what you are
looking for. And finally, hand-drawn is timeless. Hand lettered and painted signs from the ‘50s
are still popular antiques to find because of their unique design. (Workerbee).
Hand lettered type can be created to be more expressive with your message than computer-generated typography. Designing a unique hand lettered message for the specific project can
make your project or brand stand out. Also, creating unique letterforms for branding will make
the logotype legally protectable, for example, Coca-Cola and Ford use fonts created specifically
for them. This makes their brands unique and easily trademarkable. Hand lettered logos also help
to make the brand stand out from the plethora of brands people are exposed to each day. The art
of hand lettering is an artform that will continue to be important even as computers continue to
evolve and improve in functionality. His artful skill at graffiti-inspired, hand lettered design has
earned Milan a spot as one of the present-day design pioneers. Keep your eye on him over the
coming years as he will continue to wow audiences.
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